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Abstract

Shielding critical links enhances network robustness and provides a new way of designing robust networks. We first consider shielding critical links to guarantee network connectivity after any failure under geographical and general failure models. We develop a mixed integer linear program (MILP) to obtain the minimum cost shielding to guarantee the connectivity of a single source-destination (SD) pair under a general failure model, and exploit geographical properties to decompose the shielding problem under a geographical failure model. We extend our MILP formulation to guarantee the connectivity of the entire network, and use Benders decomposition to significantly reduce the running time by exploiting its partial separable structure. We extend the algorithms to guarantee partial network connectivity, and observe that significantly less shielding is required, especially when the failure region is small.

To mitigate the effect of random link failures on network connectivity, we consider increasing the effective min-cut of the network by shielding, where shielded links cannot be contained in effective cuts. For a single SD pair, we develop an efficient algorithm to increase the effective min-cut by one, and develop a MILP with a small number of constraints to increase the effective min-cut by an arbitrary value. Then we extend the MILP to obtain the optimal shielding to increase the effective min-cut for the entire network, which can be used to solve realistic size problems.

Finally, we consider shielding critical nodes in random graphs. We demonstrate the importance of high degree nodes in random graphs constructed under the configuration model. The occupancy of higher degree nodes leads to a larger size of the giant component. Moreover, shielding a small fraction of nodes in power law random graphs guarantees the existence of a giant component if the exponent is less than three.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Communication networks are subject to natural disasters and attacks, such as hurricanes, earthquakes, and electromagnetic pulse attacks [21, 9]. Network failures may result in tremendous financial loss and hinder effective recovery to the affected regions. Therefore, it is important for network designers to guarantee that the network can withstand failures that may result from disasters or attacks.

Several metrics measure the performance of the network. The most fundamental requirement is connectivity, without which it is impossible to support any application that requires communication through the network. Another metric, important for quality of service guarantee, is the maximum amount of traffic carried by the network. In case of network failures, one cannot expect the network to support the same amount of traffic as before the failure. However, low priority applications such as online games and movies, can be throttled to give higher priority to critical applications in case of network failures. In this thesis, we focus on guaranteeing network connectivity, and assume that networks are able to use limited resources to support critical applications using service differentiation.

Previous research considers geographical failures [36, 1] and general failures [10, 27] to assess the robustness of the network. Geographical failure models capture the effects of natural disasters and physical attacks; e.g., all links in the failure region
are destroyed. Under the general failure model, an arbitrary set of links may fail, i.e., each failure may affect a specified set of links, whose number and location is determined by the nature of the failure.

A common approach to design robust networks is through redundancy and backup routes (see [32, 33] for a survey of protection techniques for optical networks). Backup routes guarantee connectivity in case of primary link failures, and most works use mathematical programming to obtain the optimal backup provisioning [10, 40]. An alternative approach, which we consider in this thesis, is shielding critical links. Shielded network infrastructure can survive disasters and attacks. Previous research suggests strengthening cables to resist physical attacks [34], and upgrading or covering vulnerable components to resist electromagnetic pulse attacks [8].

Due to the cost of shielding, it may not be economical to shield the entire network. Instead, critical parts of the network can be identified and shielded to guarantee network robustness. Previous work identifies critical parts to shield in order to achieve certain network performances in various applications [20, 31, 43, 19, 16, 12]. The authors in [20] design optimal topologies, given different levels of shielding cost, link construction cost, and utility of network connectivity, under the assumption of uniform costs for all links. In [31], the authors formulate a road network retrofit problem, and use a two stage stochastic programming approach to decide which roads to retrofit to minimize the average performance loss incurred by a disaster. Fortifying facilities to minimize the transportation cost and shortest path is also considered in [16, 12, 43].

In this thesis, we aim to design robust networks by shielding critical parts of the network. We determine the minimum cost shielding to guarantee that the network is connected after any failure under geographical and general failure models. In addition, we identify important links to shield, in order to increase the number of link failures that the network can tolerate. Finally, we consider shielding in random graphs and identify critical infrastructure based on local information of the graph, since globally optimizing in random graph is intractable using the traditional optimization approach.
1.2 Contributions

In Chapter 2, we aim to design robust networks by shielding critical parts of the network. We determine the minimum cost shielding to guarantee that the network remains connected after a failure, using both geographical and general failure models. First, we consider a single source-destination (SD) pair in the network and determine the minimum cost shielding to guarantee its connectivity. We develop a mixed integer linear program (MILP) to formulate the shielding problem in the case of general failures, and identify properties of optimal shielding in the case of geographical failures to decompose the shielding problem to multiple subproblems, each of which determines the optimal shielding for a disjoint set of links. Then, we extend the MILP formulation to consider guaranteeing the connectivity of the entire network under the general failure model. By identifying the partial separable structures of the MILP, we apply the Benders decomposition technique [5] to reduce the running time and solve network shielding problems of realistic size. A heuristic based on simulated annealing further reduces the running time significantly while achieving good results. Moreover, we observe that shielding cost can be significantly reduced if the connectivity requirement is slightly relaxed.

Chapter 3 considers shielding network links to enhance network robustness under the random failure model. Eliminating small cuts in a network is key in improving network reliability especially when the failure probability is small. The shielded links are considered to be reliable and cannot be contained in effective cuts. Thus cuts that contain the shielded links are eliminated. We develop an efficient algorithm to optimally eliminate all the min cuts for a single SD pair, and develop a MILP to eliminate all the small cuts whose size is smaller than a given threshold using the minimum cost. Then we consider eliminating the min cuts of the entire network and develop an efficient algorithm to provide sufficient shielding and obtain an upper bound on the optimal shielding cost. Finally we extend the MILP to obtain the optimal shielding to eliminate network cuts whose sizes are below certain threshold.

Chapter 4 considers shielding critical nodes in random graphs constructed under
the configuration model. We use the giant component size as a measure for graph connectivity. It is intractable to use traditional optimization techniques to determine a given number of critical nodes whose removal minimizes the size of the giant component since the number of nodes approaches infinity in the asymptotic case. Instead, we utilize degree information and theoretically justify in configuration model that the occupancy of higher degree nodes results in a larger giant component. In a power law random graph which has exponent less than three, shielding a small fraction of nodes guarantees the existence of a giant component in the asymptotic case.
Chapter 2

Shielding to guarantee network connectivity

2.1 Failure models and network shielding

Geographical failure models can be used to model real world disasters and attacks [36, 1, 14]. In this chapter, we consider the disk failure model, which captures the effect of electromagnetic pulse attacks. A disk failure with a given radius may occur anywhere in the network, and all the links in the disk region are affected. Multiple failure regions can be represented by one failure region which dominates them, where one failure dominates another failure if and only if it affects all the links affected by the other failure. The number of dominating failures is polynomial in the number of links and can be efficiently obtained by computational geometry techniques [36, 1].

In addition, we consider a general failure model that represents the failures in shared risk groups [10, 39]. Instead of being limited to be within a geographical region, the set of failed links can be arbitrary, possibly restricted by the nature of the attack or disaster. Under the general failure model, the possible failures and links affected by each failure are described explicitly.

We aim to shield links by using the minimum cost to guarantee network connectivity after any single failure event. For simplicity we assume that shielded links do not fail. We first consider guaranteeing the connectivity of a single SD pair, and later
extend to the connectivity of the entire network. Finally we relax the connectivity requirement for the entire network to allow for partial connectivity, which requires much less shielding cost.

2.2 Connectivity of a single SD pair

We start by considering the shielding problem in order to guarantee the connectivity of a single SD pair. It suffices to shield links to guarantee that a path will exist after any failure event. Clearly, if only one link can fail at a time, the links in the minimum-cut-equals-1-set need to be shielded. The minimum-cut-equals-1-set is the set of links among which any single link failure disconnects the SD pair. Any other single link failure will not disconnect the SD pair and need not be shielded. However, if a failure event affects several links and disconnects the SD pair, not all the affected links need to be shielded in order to guarantee a path after the failure event. We aim to determine the links that need to be shielded with minimum cost to guarantee the connectivity of the SD pair after any failure under both the general and geographical failure models.

2.2.1 Shielding under the general failure model

Under the general failure model a failure is specified by the set of failed links. The network is represented by a graph $G = (V, E)$. Each failure $z$ affects a set of links $E(z)$. The objective is to shield a set of links $E^*$ with minimum shielding cost, to guarantee that $s$ and $d$ are connected through $G = (V, E'(z))$ for all $z$, where $E'(z) = (E \setminus E(z)) \cup E^*$.

The optimal shielding problem under the general failure model can be modeled by MILP. Let $t_{ij}^{(z)}$ indicate whether or not failure $z$ affects link $(i, j)$. Failure $z$ affects a set of links $E^{(z)} = \{(i, j)|t_{ij}^{(z)} = 1\}$. Each link $(i, j)$ has shielding cost $c_{ij}$. Both $t_{ij}^{(z)}$ and $c_{ij}$ are problem parameters. The decision variables are $x_{ij}^{(z)}$ and $h_{ij}$, which represent the amount of flow carried on link $(i, j)$ after failure $z$ and whether or not to shield link $(i, j)$, respectively. The set of shielded links is $E^* = \{(i, j)|h_{ij} = 1\}$. 
Since the links are undirected, \((i, j)\) is the same link as \((j, i)\), in which case \(c_{ij} = c_{ji}\) and \(h_{ij} = h_{ji}\). The minimum shielding cost to resist any possible failure is given by the following MILP.

\[
\text{min} \quad \sum_{(i, j) \in E} c_{ij} h_{ij} / 2
\]

s.t. \[
\sum_{\{j | (i, j) \in E\}} x_{ij}^{(z)} - \sum_{\{j | (j, i) \in E\}} x_{ji}^{(z)} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } i = s \\
-1, & \text{if } i = d \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad \forall z
\]  

\[
x_{ij}^{(z)} - h_{ij} \leq 1 - t_{ij}^{(z)} \quad \forall (i, j) \in E, z
\]  

\[
h_{ij} - h_{ji} = 0 \quad \forall (i, j) \in E
\]  

\[
x_{ij}^{(z)} \geq 0 \quad \forall (i, j) \in E, z
\]  

\[
h_{ij} = \{0, 1\} \quad \forall (i, j) \in E
\]  

(2.1)  

(2.2)  

(2.3)

Since we consider a connectivity problem, only unit flow need to be carried from \(s\) to \(d\), which is guaranteed by the flow constraints (2.1). Constraint (2.2) guarantees that in case failure \(z\) occurs and affects the link \((t_{ij}^{(z)} = 1)\), unit flow can be carried on link \((i, j)\) only if it is shielded \((h_{ij} = 1)\). If link \((i, j)\) is not affected by failure \(z\) \((t_{ij}^{(z)} = 0)\), it can carry unit flow regardless of shielding in case of failure \(z\). The factor of \(1/2\) in the objective accounts for the fact that each shielded link is counted twice \((h_{ij} = h_{ji} = 1)\).

The above algorithm can be applied to obtain the optimal shielding under the general failure model. For example, in Fig. 2-1, which represents the topology of the XO communication backbone network and consists of 60 nodes and 71 links [50], we consider the failure model where all the links incident to any two nodes are affected by a failure, and the number of failures is \(\binom{60}{2}\) (i.e., this model allows for link failures incident to up to 2 nodes). The cost of shielding each link is represented by the length of the link (in latitude/longitude degree unit). Given the SD pair Seattle-Miami, the optimal shielding obtained by the algorithm is represented by the thick links with
total cost 45.98.

Figure 2-1: Optimal shielding under the failure model where all the links incident to any two nodes are affected by a failure.

2.2.2 Shielding under the geographical failure model

We model geographical failures as disks with a given radius (i.e., all links intersected by the disk region fail). Given a network topology and an SD pair, it is necessary to identify the set of geographical failure regions that disconnect the given SD pair. We call such regions bottleneck regions. Finding the bottleneck regions can be accomplished by checking whether the disk failure disconnects the SD pair [35]. Since the number of dominating failure regions is polynomial in the number of links [36, 1], this task can be done in polynomial time. In the following we exploit properties of bottlenecks to decompose the shielding problem to several subproblems, each of which consists one or more bottlenecks and can be solved separately.

In order to guarantee a path between the given SD pair, within each bottleneck a
shielded path that starts and ends outside the failure region must exist. Otherwise, there would be no path going through this bottleneck, and removing all the unshielded links within the bottleneck would leave the SD pair disconnected. If the shielded path is part of a path between the SD pair, such a shielded path is sufficient to guarantee that the SD pair is connected after a disk failure occurs at this bottleneck.

We start by describing a simple algorithm that can be used to find a shielded path to guarantee the connectivity of an SD pair after a failure occurs at a bottleneck. We illustrate the algorithm by using the example in Fig. 2-2.

**Algorithm 1 Bottleneck Shielding Algorithm**

1. Within the bottleneck, find the links that are connected to the source node without going through any link in the bottleneck (links \(a, b\) in Fig. 2-2). A link is connected to the source if a path exists between the source and one end node of the link. These links have to cross the boundary of the failure region. Among the two end nodes of each link, there is one node outside the failure region. Merge these nodes to form a dummy source, as shown in Fig. 2-2.

2. Find the links that are connected to the destination without going through any link in the bottleneck (links \(c, d\) in Fig. 2-2), and merge their ends outside the failure region to form a dummy destination.

3. Shield a path between the dummy SD pair. This path will survive the failure affecting this bottleneck.

Based on previous analysis, we have the following claim.
Claim 1. A shielded path between the dummy SD pair is necessary and sufficient to guarantee the original SD pair connectivity after a disk failure at this bottleneck.

If there is only one bottleneck between an SD pair, we only need to shield a "shortest path" between the dummy SD pair, where the "length" of each link represents its shielding cost. However, generally there may be multiple bottlenecks. Recall that each bottleneck includes a set of links which can fail simultaneously and whose failure disconnects the SD pair. In order to guarantee the connectivity of the SD pair in case of any disk failure, it is necessary to shield a path through every bottleneck. If the bottlenecks are disjoint and do not share common links (Fig. 2-3), shielding the shortest path between each dummy SD pair is optimal.

![Non-overlapping bottlenecks](image)

Figure 2-3: Non-overlapping bottlenecks.

However, different bottlenecks may overlap and share common links (Fig. 2-4). Shielding the links in one bottleneck may affect the shielding for another bottleneck. For example, between the first dummy SD pair \((s', d')\), shielding link \(c\) also leads to a shielded link \(c\) between the second dummy SD pair \((s'', d'')\). Thus it is necessary to consider all the overlapping bottlenecks jointly.

Nevertheless, if a set of overlapping bottlenecks do not share common links with another set of overlapping bottlenecks, these two sets of bottlenecks can be considered separately, because shielding decisions for one set do not affect the shielding decisions for the other in order to shield a path in each bottleneck. The MILP (2.3) can be modified to determine the optimal shielding for a set of overlapping bottlenecks.
which do not share common links with the other bottlenecks. Let $OB^{(w)}$ be a set of overlapping bottlenecks, and $E^{(w)}$ be the set of links intersected by $OB^{(w)}$, where $w$ is an index for the overlapping bottlenecks set. The following MILP considers the possible failures $z \in OB^{(w)}$ to determine which links from $E^{(w)}$ should be shielded.

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \sum_{(i,j) \in E} c_{ij} h_{ij}/2 \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \sum_{\{j : (i,j) \in E\}} x_{ij}^{(z)} - \sum_{\{j : (j,i) \in E\}} x_{ji}^{(z)} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } i = s \\ -1, & \text{if } i = d \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad \forall z \in OB^{(w)} \\
& \quad x_{ij}^{(z)} - h_{ij} \leq 1 - t_{ij}^{(z)} \quad \forall (i,j) \in E^{(w)}, z \in OB^{(w)} \\
& \quad h_{ij} - h_{ji} = 0 \quad \forall (i,j) \in E^{(w)} \\
& \quad x_{ij}^{(z)} \geq 0 \quad \forall (i,j) \in E, z \in OB^{(w)} \\
& \quad h_{ij} = \{0, 1\} \quad \forall (i,j) \in E^{(w)} 
\end{align*}
\]

(2.4)

The optimal shielding problem can be decomposed to subproblems which shield each disjoint bottleneck by a shortest path, and shield each set of overlapping bottlenecks using MILP (2.4). It is worth noting that the constraints in MILP (2.4) are the same as the constraints in MILP (2.3) associated with overlapping bottlenecks.
$OB^{(w)}$. Under the geographical failure model, instead of considering all the failures as in MILP (2.3), the problem can be decomposed to multiple smaller MILPs (one per overlapping bottlenecks set) that can be solved more efficiently.

We illustrate the algorithm using the network in Fig. 2-5, which is the same as in Fig. 2-1, where now a failure is any disk with radius $2^\circ$ (about 120 miles). Given the SD pair Seattle-Miami, there are 4 bottleneck regions represented by dashed circles, and all the links intersected by the dashed circles are candidate links among which shielding decisions are made. In each of the two disjoint bottlenecks, a shortest path is shielded, represented by the thick links with costs 5.12 and 5.88, respectively, while the overlapping bottleneck has shielding cost 10.00, yielding to a total shielding cost 21.00.

Figure 2-5: Bottlenecks and shielded links given disk failure radius $2^\circ$ in the XO network.
2.3 Connectivity of the entire network

In backbone networks, where nodes represent routers, it is important to guarantee that all the nodes are connected. Since links are shared by many SD pairs, shielding links to guarantee the connectivity of one SD pair may benefit another SD pair. The union of the optimal shielding for each SD pair may not be the optimal shielding for the network. In fact, all the SD pairs must be considered jointly in order to determine the optimal shielding.

2.3.1 Shielding under the geographical failure model - the cases of huge and tiny failures

We start by considering two special cases of geographical failures. In the first case, the failure region is huge and contains all the links in the network. Unshielded links are destroyed by a failure event. In this case, in order to keep all the nodes connected, one must shield a spanning tree in the graph. The minimum cost shielding is a minimum weight spanning tree, where the weight of each link is its shielding cost.

In the second case, the failure region is tiny, which affects either a single link, or the links incident to one node. If the network has tree structure, every link’s failure would disconnect the network. Therefore all the links in the tree structure have to be shielded. On the other hand, if nodes form a cycle, removing the links incident to one node does not affect the connectivity of the other nodes (recall that we only consider one failure at a time). Therefore, it is sufficient to guarantee that each node is incident to at least one shielded link, which connects this node with the remaining nodes. For a cycle structure, the optimal set of links to shield is the minimum edge cover. Minimum edge cover of a graph is a set of edges of minimum weight such that every node in the graph is incident to at least one edge in the set. The calculation of minimum edge cover takes polynomial time and can be obtained by calculating the maximum matching in a transformed graph [41].

It is possible that a network contains multiple cycles. Not all cycles can be considered independently. Instead, the minimum edge cover is calculated in each cycle com-
ponent, which is the union of cycles that are connected by common links. For example, the left graph in Fig. 2-6 is a single cycle component, since cycles \( \{AC, AD, CD\} \) and \( \{AB, AD, BD\} \) share a common link \( AD \), and cycles \( \{AB, AD, BD\} \) and \( \{BD, BE, DE\} \) share a common link \( BD \). If two cycles are connected by a common node but do not share links, they are separate cycle components. The right graph in Fig. 2-6 has two cycle components \( \{AC, AD, CD\} \) and \( \{BD, BE, DE\} \). For each cycle component, shielding the links in the minimum edge cover is optimal. To see this, if all the links incident to one node are removed, the remaining nodes in a cycle component are still connected. Therefore, a shielded link incident to every node is sufficient to guarantee its connectivity after any failure. It is obviously necessary since if no shielded link is incident to a node, the node would be disconnected from the other nodes in the cycle component after the failures of its incident links in the cycle component.

![Figure 2-6: Illustration of cycle components. The left graph has one cycle component, while the right graph has two.](image)

Different cycle components need to be considered separately, and the optimal shielding is the union of optimal shielding for each cycle component. This holds because shielding links in one cycle component does not benefit the connectivity of another cycle component. Therefore, in each cycle component, it is necessary that every node is incident to at least one shielded link. Moreover, such shielding is sufficient to guarantee that the graph is connected, since different cycle components are connected by nodes.

Based on the above development, we have the following algorithm which can be used to determine the optimal shielding for a given network under the tiny disk failure model.
Algorithm 2 Optimal Shielding Under the Tiny Disk Failure Model

1. Determine tree structures and cycle components in a graph (see Appendix for an algorithm to identify cycle components).

2. Shield all the links in tree structures.

3. For each cycle component, compute its minimum edge cover, where the weight of each edge is its shielding cost. Shield the links belonging to the minimum edge cover.

2.3.2 Shielding under the general failure model

Finally we consider optimal shielding to guarantee that the entire network is connected under the general failure model. The network is represented by a graph $G = (V, E)$. Each failure $z$ affects a set of links $E^{(z)}$. Our objective is to shield a set of links $E^*$ that have minimum shielding cost, to guarantee that $G = (V, E'^{(z)})$ is connected for all $z$, where $E'^{(z)} = (E \setminus E^{(z)}) \cup E^*$.

The MILP formulation for this problem is similar to the formulation for the single SD pair connectivity problem, except that the constraints guarantee the connectivity of the entire network instead of a single SD pair. The variables and parameters have the same meaning as in MILP (2.3).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{min} & \quad \sum_{(i,j) \in E} c_{ij} h_{ij}/2 \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \sum_{\{j|(i,j) \in E\}} x_{ij}^{(z)sd} - \sum_{\{j|(i,j) \in E\}} x_{ji}^{(z)sd} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } i = s \\
-1, & \text{if } i = d \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad \forall z, s, d \\
& \quad x_{ij}^{(z)sd} \leq 1 - t_{ij}^{(z)} \quad \forall (i,j) \in E, z, s, d \\
& \quad h_{ij} - h_{ji} = 0 \quad \forall (i,j) \in E \\
& \quad x_{ij}^{(z)sd} \geq 0 \quad \forall (i,j) \in E, z, s, d \\
& \quad h_{ij} \in \{0, 1\} \quad \forall (i,j) \in E
\end{align*}
\]
In MILP (2.6), for each SD pair and failure scenario, there is a flow variable for each link. The number of variables is very large since there are many possible failure scenarios. It is difficult to directly solve MILP (2.6) for large problem instances. However, the flow variables after one failure couple with the flow variables after another failure only through the decision variables \( h \) in (2.5). Given \( h \), it is easy to determine whether there are feasible flows between all the SD pairs after each failure, by only considering the flow variables and constraints related to each failure. Benders decomposition can be applied to problems with such partial separable structure.

**Benders decomposition**

Benders decomposition accelerates the calculation of an optimization problem with partial separable structure and many constraints [5]. Instead of considering all the constraints at the same time, it first solves a relaxed problem that has only a few constraints, and then check whether there are any violated constraints. If there are no violated constraints, the solution is optimal. Otherwise, if a violated constraint is identified, it is added to the relaxed problem and the problem is solved again. The relaxed problem is called the master problem, and violated constraints are identified by solving subproblems.

The MILP (2.6) can be reformulated as follows. It starts with a master problem with constraints only on \( h \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \sum_{(i,j) \in E} c_{ij} h_{ij}/2 \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad h_{ij} - h_{ji} = 0 \ \forall (i,j) \in E \\
& \quad h_{ij} = \{0, 1\} \ \forall (i,j) \in E
\end{align*}
\]

After obtaining \( h \), check whether there are violated constraints by solving subproblems, each corresponding to checking whether the network is connected after each failure. If the linear program (LP) (2.7) is feasible and has optimal value 0, the
network is connected after failure \( z \). If it is infeasible, the associated constraint has been violated.

\[
\begin{align*}
\min \quad & 0 \\
\text{s.t.} \quad & \sum_{\{j:(i,j) \in E\}} x_{ij}^{(z)ad} - \sum_{\{j:(i,j) \in E\}} x_{ji}^{(z)ad} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if } i = s \\
-1, & \text{if } i = d \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \forall s, d \\
& x_{ij}^{(z)ad} - h_{ij} \leq 1 - t_{ij}^{(z)} \forall (i,j) \in E, s, d \\
& x_{ij}^{(z)ad} \geq 0 \forall (i,j) \in E, s, d
\end{align*}
\]

(2.7)

It is more efficient to add the violated constraint by considering the dual of LP (2.7). The dual is represented by LP (2.8). If LP (2.7) is infeasible, LP (2.8) is unbounded, and the constraint \( \sum_{ad} p_d^{(z)ad} - p_s^{(z)ad} - \sum_{(i,j) \in E} (1 - t_{ij}^{(z)} + h_{ij}) r_{ij}^{(z)ad} \leq 0 \) is added to the master problem, where \( (p_d^{(z)ad}, p_s^{(z)ad}, r_{ij}^{(z)ad}) \) is an extreme ray of LP (2.8). The constraints avoid unbounded costs along extreme rays, to guarantee that LP (2.8) is bounded and that LP (2.7) is feasible.

\[
\begin{align*}
\max \quad & \sum_{ad} p_d^{(z)ad} - p_s^{(z)ad} - \sum_{(i,j) \in E} (1 - t_{ij}^{(z)} + h_{ij}) r_{ij}^{(z)ad} \\
\text{s.t.} \quad & p_j^{(z)ad} - p_i^{(z)ad} - r_{ij}^{(z)ad} \leq 0 \forall (i,j) \in E, s, d \\
& r_{ij}^{(z)ad} \geq 0 \forall (i,j) \in E, s, d
\end{align*}
\]

(2.8)

While for the original problem, the MILP has a large number of variables and constraints, with Benders decomposition it is possible to solve each subproblem using an LP, and the size of each subproblem is small. Moreover, a slight modification of the standard Benders decomposition can better accommodate our problem instances. In the standard Benders decomposition, the violated constraints corresponding to one subproblem are added before solving the master problem in an iteration. Instead,
the violated constraints corresponding to multiple subproblems can be added in each iteration for the following reason. In our problem, checking whether a subproblem is bounded corresponds to checking whether the network is connected after one failure. Instead of checking only one failure as in the standard Benders decomposition, multiple failures can be checked in each iteration. This is particularly helpful since different failures affect different links, and the links that need to be shielded are likely to be different. The number of violated constraints added before resolving the master problem provides a tradeoff between the number of master iterations and the running time of each iteration. In our numerical evaluations, the number of constraints that we added was equal to the number of nodes in the network, and we observed more than 50% running time saving compared with the standard Benders decomposition algorithm.

Simulated annealing

Finally, we developed a heuristic based on simulated annealing [4, 25] to solve the problems faster. Simulated annealing is a method to search for globally optimal solutions for nonconvex optimization problems. It starts at an initial state, and then aims to find a neighbor state, preferably a state with smaller cost. If such a neighbor state with smaller cost is found, the current state is replaced with the neighbor state. Otherwise, if the neighbor state has larger cost, the current state is replaced with the neighbor state with some small probability. Simulated annealing avoids being stuck in a local minimum without continuing further searches. The probability to replace the current state with a neighbor state that has higher cost depends on the difference of the costs of the two states. The higher the cost of the neighbor state, the less likely to enter this state.

Let $S$ be the set of shielded links and $S^c$ be the set of unshielded links in the current state. Initially, all the links are shielded. In order to find a neighbor state which differs from the current state in only one or two shielded links, one of the following three operations is performed:

1. Randomly remove one link from $S$. 
2. Randomly remove one link from \( S \), and randomly shield one more link from \( S^c \).

3. Randomly shield one more link from \( S^c \).

In these operations, the probability of removing a link is proportional to the shielding cost of the link. Thus, links having larger shielding costs are more likely to be removed. The probability of adding a link to the shielded set is proportional to the multiplicative inverse of its shielding cost, so that links with small shielding costs are more likely to be added.

Since the objective is to find a neighbor state with smaller shielding cost, the operations are done sequentially during the first few iterations of simulated annealing. For example, after one shielded link is removed (operation 1), if the current shielding is feasible, a neighbor state with smaller shielding cost is identified. If any removal of shielded link leads to an infeasible shielding, one more shielded link is added after the removal (operation 2) in search of a feasible shielding state. If neither works, one more shielded link is added without removing any shielded link (operation 3), in order to retain a feasible shielding state.

After finding the neighbor state, next determine whether to replace the current state with the neighbor state. If the neighbor state has smaller shielding cost than the current state, it replaces the current state. On the other hand, if the neighbor state has larger shielding cost compared with the current state, it replaces the current state with probability \( \exp(-\delta/T) \), where \( \delta \) is the difference between the shielding costs of the two states and \( T \) is the temperature. It is possible to enter a state with higher shielding cost and avoid being stuck at a local minimum.

During the first fewer iterations, \( T \) is large so that it is easy to enter a state that has larger shielding cost to explore more possible states. As the number of iterations increases, \( T \) decreases to make it less likely to enter a state with larger shielding cost. At last, \( T \) is decreased to 0 and the algorithm terminates at a state which has smaller shielding cost compared to all its neighbors. The optimal decrease of \( T \) in theory follows \( T(t) = d/\log t \) and is adopted in our algorithm, where \( d \) is a positive constant and \( t \) is the number of iterations [25].
If the operations to find a neighbor state are done sequentially, the algorithm may end up in cycles. It is possible that both operations 1 and 2 cannot find a feasible shielding for the network. The only possible next state is to shield an extra link. Starting from the next state, the only link that can be removed without causing infeasible shielding is the link that was just added. Therefore, after some iterations when many redundantly shielded links are removed, the operations need to be done randomly to avoid such cycles.

2.4 Guaranteeing partial connectivity

In most networks, a significant number of links need to be shielded to guarantee the full connectivity of the network. In fact, even in the tiny disk failure case, links need to be shielded according to the minimum edge cover for cycle structures. The number of shielded link is at least half the number of nodes. In larger failure cases or if the network has tree structures, even more links need to be shielded.

If the connectivity constraint is relaxed and some nodes are allowed to be separated from the others, shielding cost may be significantly reduced. The reduction in shielding depends on the failure model and network topology. For example, if one node is allowed to be disconnected from the rest, in cycle structures no link need to be shielded in the tiny disk failure case, since only the node within the failure region is disconnected from the others. Similarly, in tree structure, links incident to degree 1 nodes do not need to be shielded, since the failure of a link incident to degree 1 node only separates a degree 1 node from the others.

We determine the optimal shielding to guarantee partial network connectivity under the general failure model, using average two terminal reliability (ATTR) as a measure of the connectivity level. ATTR is calculated by dividing the number of connected SD pairs after a failure by the total number of SD pairs in the original network, and represents the fraction of SD pairs connected after a failure. Compared to MILP (2.6), the unit flow constraints are not imposed to every SD pair. Instead, only a fraction of SD pair are guaranteed to carry unit flow. In constraints (2.9), $I_{ad}$ can either take the value 0 or 1, where $I_{ad} = 1$ guarantees the connectivity of the SD
pair. The total number of connected SD pair should be at least a fraction $\alpha$ of all the $N(N-1)/2$ SD pairs, guaranteed by constraints (2.10), where $N$ is the total number of nodes.

\[
\min \sum_{(i,j) \in E} c_{ij} h_{ij}/2 \\
\text{s.t.} \sum_{\{j | (i,j) \in E\}} x_{ij}^{(z)ad} - \sum_{\{j | (j,i) \in E\}} x_{ji}^{(z)ad} = \begin{cases} I^{(z)ad}, & \text{if } i = s \\
-I^{(z)ad}, & \text{if } i = d \forall z, s, d \\
0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \tag{2.9}
\]

\[
x_{ij}^{(z)ad} - h_{ij} \leq 1 - h_{ij}^{(z)} \forall (i,j) \in E, z, s, d
\]

\[
\sum_{sd} I^{(z)ad} \geq \alpha N(N-1)/2 \forall z \tag{2.10}
\]

\[
h_{ij} - h_{ji} = 0 \forall (i,j) \in E
\]

\[
x_{ij}^{(z)ad} \geq 0 \forall (i,j) \in E, z, s, d
\]

\[
h_{ij} = \{0,1\} \forall (i,j) \in E
\]

\[
I^{sd} = \{0,1\} \forall (i,j) \in E
\]  

The above MILP has more variables and constraints than MILP (2.6). First, there are the additional variables $I^{sd}$. Moreover, in MILP (2.6), we only need to check the connectivity between node 1 and nodes 2, 3, ..., $N$, which is enough to guarantee the connectivity of the entire network. However, in MILP (2.11), we need to check $N(N-1)/2$ SD pairs. We again use simulated annealing to find near-optimal solutions. The only difference compared with the algorithm which guarantees full connectivity is in determining whether the shielding is feasible. As long as the ATTR is above $\alpha$, the shielding is feasible and is a candidate for the next state.
2.5 Numerical results

2.5.1 Full connectivity

We first compare the running time of solving the MILP using Benders decomposition, solving the MILP directly, and solving its LP relaxation in Fig. 2-7. The results are averaged over 10 instances of Erdos-Renyi random graphs. The number of nodes of the graph is varied from 10 to 30, with average degree 5. We consider failures that affect the links adjacent to two nodes. The number of possible attacks for each graph is \( \binom{N}{2} \), where \( N \) is the number of nodes in a graph. Note that solving the MILP directly and solving the MILP using Benders decomposition both give the optimal solutions, while solving the LP relaxation only gives lower bounds of optimal shielding costs. It can be observed that solving the MILP using Benders decomposition works even faster than solving the LP relaxation of the MILP directly for larger networks.

Moreover, the modified Benders decomposition reduces the running time further by more than 50% in most cases as shown in Table 2.1.

Next we compare the performance of simulated annealing with the modified Benders decomposition. We observe in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 that the running time for simulated annealing is about 1/10 of that of modified Benders decomposition in larger network cases, while the relative error is only 3% ~ 6%.

Table 2.1: Running time comparisons of SA, BD and the modified BD for random graphs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of nodes</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>SA Time (s)</th>
<th>BD Time (s)</th>
<th>Modified BD Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>20.89</td>
<td>10.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>90.77</td>
<td>34.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.86</td>
<td>270.69</td>
<td>103.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19.20</td>
<td>684.83</td>
<td>195.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally we apply our algorithm to obtain the optimal shielding for the XO communication network. Fig. 2-8 illustrates the optimal shielding to guarantee the connectivity of the entire XO backbone network after any disk failure with radius 1°.
Simulated annealing also has good performance in solving the shielding problem for the XO network. The results are shown in Table 2.3.

2.5.2 Partial connectivity

The MILP for partial connectivity involves a large number of variables and constraints, and can only be solved for small problem instances (were able to solve for networks which have fewer than 15 nodes). On the other hand, simulated annealing algorithm which guarantees partial connectivity has comparable running time with the algorithm which guarantees full connectivity. The only difference between the two simulated annealing algorithms is in determining whether the shielding is feasible. The shielding costs obtained by the simulated annealing algorithm are nearly identical with the exact solutions by solving the MILP for different levels of ATTR.
Table 2.2: Shielding cost comparisons of SA results and exact solutions for random graphs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of nodes</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>SA Cost</th>
<th>Exact Cost</th>
<th>Relative Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>67.2</td>
<td>64.8</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>141.4</td>
<td>136.2</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>248.0</td>
<td>240.0</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>394.4</td>
<td>374.2</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>551.4</td>
<td>532.8</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Comparison of SA and the Modified BD algorithms for the XO network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack radius</th>
<th>SA Time (s)</th>
<th>Modified BD Time (s)</th>
<th>SA Cost</th>
<th>Modified BD Cost</th>
<th>Relative error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1°</td>
<td>51.98</td>
<td>109.19</td>
<td>106.6</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2°</td>
<td>64.73</td>
<td>875.12</td>
<td>129.3</td>
<td>121.3</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shielding cost is significantly reduced by relaxing the connectivity constraint to allow $\alpha = 95\%$. This corresponds to the case that one node can be disconnected from the others in the XO network ($\alpha = 29/30 > 95\%$). Figure 2-9 depicts the shielded links in the case where the disk failure has radius 1°. Table 2.4 suggests that the reduction depends on the failure model, with larger reduction for smaller failure.

Table 2.4: Cost reduction of partial connectivity for the XO network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attack radius</th>
<th>SA Cost (full connectivity)</th>
<th>SA Cost ($\alpha = 95%$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1°</td>
<td>106.5</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2°</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we considered the network shielding problem under geographical and general failure models. We developed MILP formulations to obtain the minimum cost shielding to guarantee the connectivity of a single SD pair and the entire network under the general failure model. To guarantee the connectivity of a single SD pair under the geographical failure model, we develop an algorithm to decompose the problem.
Figure 2-8: Optimal shielding in the XO network to guarantee full connectivity after any disk failure with radius $1^\circ$.

to multiple subproblems, each of which determines the optimal shielding for links in a geographical region. The MILP that guarantees the connectivity of the entire network has partial separable structure, for which Benders decomposition can be applied to significantly reduce the running time. A slightly modified Benders decomposition reduces the running time further by more than 50%. In addition, simulated annealing is used to obtain near-optimal solutions with much shorter running time.

Significantly less shielding cost is required to guarantee partial connectivity, even in the case where only one node is allowed to be disconnected from the others. Moreover, we observe larger reduction in shielding cost if the size of a failure region is small. The algorithms can be easily modified to solve the problem which guarantees the connectivity of a selected set of SD pairs in a network. For example, in the MILP, the flow constraints can be imposed only for the selected set of SD pairs. The methodologies in this chapter can be used to construct new and upgrade existing networks to guarantee connectivity after any single geographical or general failure.
Figure 2-9: Optimal shielding in the XO network to guarantee that $\alpha = 95\%$ after any disk failure with radius 1°.

2.7 Chapter Appendix: an algorithm to find cycle components

The following is an algorithm that finds cycle components of a graph. First, determine the links in tree structures. A link belongs to the tree structure if the network is disconnected after the removal of the link.

After all the links belonging to tree structures are removed, one or more connected graphs remain, denoted by $G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_k$. Different connected graphs do not share the same nodes or links, and can be considered separately.

For each $G_i$, cycles that share the same links need to be identified to obtain cycle components. Instead of considering all the cycles, which can be exponential in the number of links, only the cycles in a cycle basis needs to be considered. A cycle basis is a minimal set of cycles that can be used to form all the cycles in a graph [46]. It
is easy to see that if two cycles share a common link, the corresponding cycles in the basis also share at least one common link. Therefore, all the cycles that share common links can be identified from the cycle basis. Cycle components can be obtained by merging the cycles in a cycle basis that share common links.

To find a cycle basis, a spanning tree is first identified, and each of the remaining links is a back link. Each back link together with the links in the spanning tree defines a cycle in a cycle basis [46]. If there are \(|V_i|\) nodes and \(|E_i|\) links in \(G_i\), the number of links in a spanning tree is \(|E_i| - 1\), and the cardinality of a cycle basis is \(|V_i| - |E_i| + 1\).

We illustrate the algorithm in Fig. 2-10. Links \(CD\) and \(FG\) belong to tree structures. After removing them, there are two connected graphs. One is formed by nodes \(\{D, G, H\}\) and links connecting them, and the other is \(\{A, B, E, F\}\). Obviously, there is only one cycle (component) containing \(\{D, G, H\}\). In the graph containing \(\{A, B, E, F\}\), there exists a spanning tree \(\{AB, AE, AF\}\). Each remaining link defines a cycle in a basis, i.e., \(\{AE, AF, EF\}\), \(\{AB, AF, BF\}\), and \(\{AB, AE, BE\}\). Since \(\{AE, AF, EF\}\) and \(\{AB, AF, BF\}\) share a common link \(AF\) (\(\{AE, AF, EF\}\) and \(\{AB, AE, BE\}\) share a common link \(AE\)), the nodes \(\{A, B, E, F\}\) and the links connecting them form a cycle component.

Depth first search can be used both to check whether a graph is connected and to obtain the cycle basis. The complexity to do a depth first search in \(G = (V, E)\) is \(O(|E|)\). Finding all the links belonging to tree structures takes \(O(|E|^2)\) by checking whether the graph is connected after removing each of the \(|E|\) links. After removing all the links in tree structures, the larger a remaining connected graph, the more difficult to find the cycle components. In the worst case, no link is removed and the cardinality of a cycle basis is at most \(|E| - |V| + 1\). Checking whether two or more cycles share a common link and identifying cycle components in the remaining graph take \(O(|E|(|E| - |V| + 1)) = O(|E|^2)\) time. Therefore, the complexity of the algorithm to find cycle components is \(O(|E|^2)\).

The optimal shielding is to shield all the links in tree structures and links in minimum edge cover for each cycle component. In Fig. 10, these links are \(AB, EF, FG, GH, DH,\) and \(CD\).
Figure 2-10: Two links in tree structures and two cycle components.
Chapter 3

Shielding to increase network effective min-cut

A cut in a graph is a set of links whose removal separates the nodes into two disjoint sets. A cut of minimum size is a minimum cut (min cut), whose size is denoted by the min-cut and is an important measure of network resilience. The larger the min-cut, the more link failures that the network can resist. Small cuts are "bottlenecks" of the network and should be avoided in the design of robust networks.

Link augmentation can be used to eliminate small cuts in a graph and to increase its min-cut. Given a graph with existing links, previous works develop polynomial time algorithms to augment new links with minimum cost such that an SD pair is $k$ connected, which can be solved as a $k$ link disjoint shortest paths problem by assigning zero weight to the existing links [45]. In order to guarantee that the graph is $k$ connected, determining the minimum number of links that need to be augmented is also polynomially solvable [48], given that links can be constructed between any two nodes of the graph. It is also possible to augment links by selecting from a specified set, e.g., links not in the set can be assigned arbitrarily high costs such that they cannot be selected in the augmentation. However, the general augmentation problem, which determines the minimum cost augmentation to construct a $k$ connected graph where each link is associated with an arbitrary cost, is NP-hard [22]. Mathematical programming techniques of developing stronger formulations by adding cutting
planes and finding facet defining inequalities, are usually used to solve the general augmentation problem [27, 44].

In this chapter we consider eliminating small cuts by shielding links, where shielded links are assumed to be perfectly reliable and cannot be included in a cut. We refer to cuts that do not contain shielded links as "effective cuts" and aim to increase the effective min-cut of the network by shielding. Shielding a link can also be viewed as augmenting a sufficiently large number of parallel links, such that these parallel links cannot be in any cut of size less than \( k \) in the augmented graph which has effective min-cut \( k \).

In this chapter, we first describe the random failure model, where increasing the effective min-cut is key to improving network reliability. Then we consider shielding links to increase the effective min-cut for a single SD pair. We develop a polynomial algorithm for the optimal shielding to increase the effective min-cut by 1, and develop a MILP to obtain the optimal shielding to increase the effective min-cut by an arbitrary value. Finally we consider increasing the effective min-cut for the entire network. We provide an upper bound on the minimum cost required to increase the network effective min-cut by 1, and extend the MILP to obtain the optimal shielding to increase the network effective min-cut by an arbitrary value.

### 3.1 Random link failure model

Random link failures occur in communication networks since network components may break down or malfunction. We use "failure" and "removal" interchangeably to denote the break down or malfunction of a link. There have been extensive works to determine network reliability under random link failures [29, 30]. Given the link failure probability, one approach is to use the reliability polynomial to determine the probability that a given SD pair or a network is disconnected.

Next we briefly discuss the reliability polynomial and see the importance of increasing the effective min-cut on network reliability. Given a graph \( G = (V, E) \), a source node \( s \) and a destination node \( d \), each link has failure probability \( p \). Let \( N \) be
the total number of links, and \( m \) be the min-cut for the given SD pair. If fewer than \( m \) links fail, the SD pair is always connected. If \( m \) or more links fail, it is possible that the SD pair becomes disconnected. Let \( N_k \) be the number of combinations of \( k \) link failures that disconnect the SD pair. The reliability polynomial contains the term \( N_k p^k (1 - p)^{N-k} \), which is the probability that there are exactly \( k \) link failures and the SD pair is disconnected, and is given by:

\[
F(p) = \sum_{k=m}^{N} N_k p^k (1 - p)^{N-k}.
\]

The reliability polynomial can also be used to evaluate the reliability of the entire network, where \( N_k \) is the number of combinations of \( k \) link failures that disconnect the network.

Shielded links are regarded as perfectly reliable and thus any cut that contains a shielded link is not counted in \( N_k \). If the link failure probability \( p \) is small, terms with smaller values of \( k \) dominate \( F(p) \). Increasing the effective min-cut significantly reduces \( F(p) \) if \( p \ll 1 \).

### 3.2 Increasing the effective min-cut of an SD pair

To eliminate cuts \( C = \{ c_i \mid i = 1, \ldots, n \} \) in a graph, at least one link in each cut \( c_i \) need to be shielded, such that these shielded links cannot be contained in the effective cuts. There are two difficulties that make this direct approach inefficient. First, the number of cuts may be large, e.g., even the number of min cuts can be exponential in the number of links. Second, since each of these cuts should have at least one shielded link, finding the minimum cost shielding is an instance of minimum hitting set problem, where each element is a link and each set is a cut to be eliminated. The minimum hitting set problem determines a set of elements with minimum cost such that at least one element is in each set. Instead, we exploit the properties of min cuts between an SD pair to develop an efficient algorithm to eliminate all of them. Later we develop a MILP to eliminate small cuts whose size is below a given threshold.
3.2.1 Eliminating min cuts between an SD pair

A shielded path between an SD pair eliminates all the cuts that separate the SD pair. It is natural to expect that shielding the links in a path which belong to the min cuts eliminates all of the min cuts. Next we formally prove this theorem.

Theorem 1. Given any path between an SD pair, shielding the links in that path that belong to min cuts of the SD pair is necessary and sufficient to eliminate all the min cuts.

Proof. Suppose the min-cut between an SD pair is $m$. Eliminating all the cuts of size $m$ is equivalent to shielding the links such that the SD pair is connected after any $m$ unshielded links' removals. Any $m$ link removals that disconnect the SD pair must not include a link which does not belong to min cuts. Therefore, a link which does not belong to min cuts exists in the residue graph after any $m$ link removals that disconnect the SD pair, and does not need to be shielded. Shielding only the links belonging to min cuts in a path guarantees a path between the SD pair after any $m$ link removals (recall that shielded links cannot be removed). Therefore, the shielding is sufficient to eliminate all the min cuts.

Next we prove that in order to eliminate all the min cuts, it is necessary to shield all the links belonging to min cuts in at least one path. Shielding a link in order that it cannot be in any cut is equivalent to increasing its capacity to infinity such that it cannot be in any finite cut. According to max-flow min-cut theorem, in the original graph the max-flow between the SD pair is equal to the min-cut $m$ and there are $m$ link disjoint paths. After eliminating all the min cuts of size $m$ by shielding a set of links, the max-flow between the SD pair in the shielded graph is at least $m + 1$. Since there are only $m$ link disjoint paths, an augmenting path that carries unit flow has to share common links which belong to min cuts with the existing paths. The common links need to be shielded such that they can carry more than one unit flow. Therefore, there exists at least one path such that the capacity of the links belonging to min cuts are shielded.

Next we discuss how to identify links belonging to min cuts. Enumerating all the
min cuts is inefficient because the number of min cuts may be large. Instead, such links can be identified by first finding the max flow between the SD pair. The links belonging to min cuts have to be in the max flow paths. For each link in the max flow paths, it belongs to min cuts if and only if its removal reduces the max flow by one.

Based on previous analysis, the following algorithm can be used to shield a set of links with minimum cost to eliminate all the min cuts between an SD pair.

**Algorithm 3 Algorithm to Eliminate Min Cuts Between an SD Pair**

1. Identify the links belonging to min cuts. Set the "length" of each link which belongs to min cuts to its shielding cost. Set the "length" of any other link to zero.

2. Find a shortest path between the SD pair, and shield the links that have positive length.

We use the above algorithm to obtain the optimal shielding to eliminate all the min cuts between the SD pair Seattle-Miami in the XO network illustrated in Fig. 3-1. The min-cut between Seattle-Miami is 2 and the red links (grey in printed version) are the links belonging to min cuts. The optimal shielding that eliminates all the min cuts and increases the effective min-cut by one is represented by the thick links with total cost 35.18.

### 3.2.2 Eliminating small cuts between an SD pair

In addition to eliminating all of the min cuts, it is desirable to eliminate cuts with size smaller than certain threshold (i.e., small cuts), such that the SD pair remains connected after a large number of link failures. For example, in Fig. 3-2, the min-cut between the SD pair is 1. Shielding link a eliminates the min cut. To eliminate cuts of size 2, which guarantees that the SD pair is connected after any 2 link failures, either link b or link c need to be shielded in addition to link a. The problem of eliminating small cuts is a generalization of eliminating the min cuts. As we will see next, shielding the links belonging to small cuts in a path between an SD pair is
Figure 3-1: Optimal shielding to eliminate all the min cuts between an SD pair.

sufficient to guarantee that these cuts are eliminated, but it is no longer necessary.

Figure 3-2: Shielding critical links to eliminate small cuts.

Theorem 2. Consider the links in cuts of size \( k \) or less. Shielding such links in a path between an SD pair eliminates all the cuts of size \( k \) or less (i.e., the effective min-cut between the SD pair after shielding is at least \( k + 1 \)).

Proof. The proof is similar to the sufficiency proof in Theorem 1. Eliminating all the cuts of size \( k \) or less is equivalent to shielding the links such that the SD pair is connected after any \( k \) unshielded links’ failures. Let \( C \) denote the set of links which do not belong to cuts of size \( k \) or less. Links not in \( C \) do not need to be shielded,
because they can not be removed in case of \( k \) link failures that disconnect the SD pair. Shielding the links belonging to cuts of size \( k \) or less in a path guarantees a path between the SD pair after \( k \) link failures. Therefore, the shielding is sufficient to eliminate all the cuts of size \( k \) or smaller.

In fact, only minimal cuts need to be considered among the cuts of size \( k \) or less. A minimal cut is a set of links where none of its proper subset is a cut. The \( k \) links whose failures disconnect the SD pair can be decomposed to a minimal cut \( M \) and additional links \( N \) (possibly \( N = \emptyset \)). Removals of links in any proper subset of \( M \) does not disconnect the network, while removals of all the links in \( M \) disconnects the SD pair regardless of the removals of links in \( N \).

**Corollary 1.** Consider the links in minimal cuts of size \( k \) or less. Shielding such links in a path between an SD pair eliminates all the cuts of size \( k \) or less.

**Proof.** Shielding the links which belong to minimal cuts of size \( k \) or less in a path eliminates all these minimal cuts, because any minimal cut of size \( k \) or less would not disconnect the SD pair after the shielding. Moreover, any cut of size \( k \) or less is also eliminated, because all the minimal cuts contained in this cut are eliminated. Therefore, by shielding the links belonging to minimal cuts of size \( k \) or less, all the cuts of size \( k \) or less are eliminated.

The following example in Fig. 3-3 shows that there may be significantly fewer links in minimal cuts. The only minimal cut that has size no larger than three is link \( a \), while there are many combinations of three link removals that disconnect the SD pair. In fact, the set of any two links in a path between \( s \) and node 5 together with \( a \), is a cut of size three that disconnects the SD pair. For example, links \( \{a, b, c\} \) is an SD cut that separates nodes \( \{d, 2\} \) from the others. Despite that all the links belong to cuts with size no larger than three, to resist any three link failures, only link \( a \) rather than a path between the SD pair needs to be shielded, since link \( a \) is the only link in the minimal cut with size no larger than three.

Nevertheless, to guarantee that the SD pair remains connected after \( k \) links failures, it is not necessary to shield the links belonging to minimal cuts of size \( k \) or less.
in a path. To see this, consider the example in Fig. 3.2.2, where all the links belong to minimal cuts of size $|C| \leq 3$. To eliminates all the cuts of size $|C| \leq 3$, only links $a$, $b$ and $c$ need to be shielded, since any cut of size $|C| \leq 3$ contains one of the three links.

Next we consider how to exactly obtain the minimum cost shielding to eliminate all the cuts of size smaller than $F$. To guarantee that shielded links cannot be in any effective cut, the capacity of the shielded link can be increased to sufficiently large such that any cut containing the link has capacity $F$ or larger.

First consider a cut formulation that guarantees that the effective min-cut between an SD pair is at least $F$ after shielding. Let $\{(i, j)| h_{ij} = 1\}$ be the set of shielded links. Let $x_{ij}$ be the capacity of link $(i, j)$, which is at most 1 for an unshielded link and may take a sufficiently large value up to $M + 1 \geq F$ for a shielded link.
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{min} & \quad \sum_{(i,j) \in E} c_{ij} h_{ij}/2 \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad \sum_{(i,j) \in \delta(S)} x_{ij} \geq F \quad \forall S \subset V, S \neq \emptyset, s \in S, d \notin S \quad (3.1) \\
& \quad x_{ij} \leq 1 + M h_{ij} \quad \forall (i,j) \in E \quad (3.2) \\
& \quad h_{ij} - h_{ji} = 0 \quad \forall (i,j) \in E \\
& \quad x_{ij} \geq 0 \quad \forall (i,j) \in E, n \\
& \quad h_{ij} = \{0, 1\} \quad \forall (i,j) \in E \quad (3.3)
\end{align*}
\]

Constraints (3.1) guarantee that any cut that separates \( s \) and \( d \) is at least \( F \), where \( \delta(S) \) denote the set of links that connect \( S \) and \( V \setminus S \). The capacities of the links are limited by constraints (3.2), which guarantee that if link \((i, j)\) is shielded, its capacity is increased to at most \( M + 1 \). Note that the inequality constraints (3.2) can be replaced by equality constraints, since \( x_{ij} \) may take the largest possible value restricted by constraints (3.2) and satisfy constraints (3.1) given the feasible shielding. The factor 1/2 in the objective accounts for the fact that each undirected shielded link is counted twice \((h_{ij} = h_{ji} = 1)\). The LP relaxation of MILP (3.3) is tighter for smaller \( M \), i.e., smaller \( M \) leads to a higher objective of the LP relaxation, which is a lower bound for the optimal shielding cost. The smallest \( M \) for a valid formulation in general is \( M = F - 1 \), which guarantees that any cut that contains the shielded link has capacity at least \( F \).

There are exponential number of cut constraints (3.1). To reduce the number of constraints, consider a flow formulation which replaces the cut constraints by flow constraints (3.4), which guarantee \( F \) flow from \( s \) to \( d \) and have total number \( |V| \). All
the variables and other constraints are identical with the cut formulation MILP (3.3).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{min} \quad & \sum_{(i,j) \in E} c_{ij} h_{ij} / 2 \\
\text{s.t.} \quad & \sum_{\{j \in (i,j) \in E\}} x_{ij} - \sum_{\{j \in (j,i) \in E\}} x_{ji} = \begin{cases} F, & \text{if } i = s \\ -F, & \text{if } i = d \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \\
& x_{ij} \leq 1 + M h_{ij} \quad \forall (i,j) \in E \\
& h_{ij} - h_{ji} = 0 \quad \forall (i,j) \in E \\
& x_{ij} \geq 0 \quad \forall (i,j) \in E, n \\
& h_{ij} = \{0,1\} \quad \forall (i,j) \in E
\end{align*}
\tag{3.4}
\tag{3.5}
\tag{3.6}
\]

To further reduce the complexity of MILP (3.6), constraints (3.5) can be dropped and the factor 1/2 in the objective can be removed accordingly. To see this, note that there exists an optimal solution where either \(x_{ij}\) or \(x_{ji}\) is zero for all \((i,j)\). If both are nonzero in an optimal solution, the flow which has smaller value can be set to zero and subtracted from the other flow without violating any constraint. Therefore, either \(h_{ij}\) or \(h_{ji}\) is nonzero to guarantee that the link \((i,j)\) is shielded and may carry up to \(M + 1\) units flow by dropping constraints (3.5), and the optimal shielding cost is given by \(\sum_{(i,j) \in E} c_{ij} h_{ij}\). The formulation is stated as follows and contains only
(\(|V| + |E|\)) constraints in addition to the boundary constraints.

\[
\begin{align*}
\min \quad & \sum_{(i,j) \in E} c_{ij} h_{ij} \\
\text{s.t.} \quad & \sum_{(ji(i,j) \in E)} x_{ij} - \sum_{(j(i,i) \in E)} x_{ji} = \begin{cases} 
F, & \text{if } i = s \\
-F, & \text{if } i = d \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \\
& x_{ij} \leq 1 + M h_{ij} \quad \forall (i,j) \in E \\
& x_{ij} \geq 0 \quad \forall (i,j) \in E, n \\
& h_{ij} = \{0, 1\} \quad \forall (i,j) \in E
\end{align*}
\] (3.7)

Recall that we have an efficient combinatorial algorithm to eliminate the min cuts in Section 3.2.1. It is interesting to note that solving MILP (3.9) is efficient in order to eliminate the min cuts, where it suffices to let \( M = 1 \) in order to increase the effective min-cut by 1. Next we prove the following theorem.

**Theorem 3.** MILP (3.9) is an integral formulation given \( M = 1 \) (i.e., the optimal solution of its LP relaxation is integral).

**Proof.** A sufficient condition for integral formulation is that the constraint coefficient matrix is totally unimodular (TU), such that the feasible region polyhedron of the LP relaxation has integral extreme points. A matrix \( A \in \mathbb{Z}^{m \times n} \) is TU if and only if \( \forall I \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, m\}, \exists I_1, I_2 \subseteq I, I_1 \cup I_2 = I, I_1 \cap I_2 = \emptyset, \) such that [47]

\[
| \sum_{i \in I_1} A_{ij} - \sum_{i \in I_2} A_{ij} | \leq 1, \quad \forall j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}.
\] (3.10)

Each variable \( x_{ij} \) appears in two constraints in (3.7) with coefficients 1 and -1. Let \( A_1 \) denote the coefficient matrix of constraints (3.7). For any subset \( I^a \) of rows of \( A_1 \), \( I_1 = I^a \), \( I_2 = \emptyset \) clearly satisfies condition (3.10). Among the constraints (3.8), each variable \( x_{ij} \) and \( h_{ij} \) only appear in one constraint. Let \( A_2 \) denote the coefficient matrix of constraints (3.8) and let \( I^b \) denote any subset of the rows of \( A_2 \). Suppose
$I = I^a \cup I^b$ contains a row $u \in I^a$ and a row $v \in I^b$ that have nonzero coefficient of $x_{ij}$; then $v \in I_2$ if $x_{ij}$ has the same coefficient as in $u \in I^a$, while $v \in I_1$ if $x_{ij}$ has the opposite coefficient as in $u \in I^a$. The sums of coefficients of $x_{ij}$ in $I_1$ and $I_2$ differ by at most 1. If two rows in $I^a$ have nonzero coefficients of $x_{ij}$, these two rows are both in $I_1$ and the sum of the coefficients of $x_{ij}$ is 0, and any row in $I^b$ that has nonzero coefficient of $x_{ij}$ can be either in $I_1$ or $I_2$, such that the sums of coefficients of $x_{ij}$ in $I_1$ and $I_2$ differ by at most 1. Since $h_{ij}$ only appears in one constraint, the sums of the coefficients of $h_{ij}$ differ by at most 1 for all $I_1, I_2$. To conclude, condition (3.10) is satisfied and the constraint coefficient matrix is $TU$. 

Next we solve the above MILP to obtain the optimal shielding to eliminate small cuts between the SD pair Seattle-Miami in the XO network. To eliminate the min cuts, we obtain the same results as in Fig. 3-1. To eliminate cuts of size three or less, the optimal shielding is depicted in Fig. 3-5 with total cost 47.78. To eliminate cuts of size four or less, a path need to be shielded as in Fig. 3-6 with total cost 51.45. The running times to solve MILP (3.9) are smaller than 1 second to obtain the above results (executed on a desktop PC with Intel® Xeon®, 2.67 GHz CPU, 4 GB RAM and 64-bit operating system). The problem is easy to solve because only a single commodity flow need to be carried through the network between a single SD pair, and the number of constraints is small.

3.3 Increasing the effective min-cut of a network

In a network where each link has unit capacity, the min-cut of the network is the least number of link removals which separate the nodes into two disjoint sets. This is in contrast with the previous section that considers the min-cut of an SD pair, where the source and destination have to be in two disjoint sets. Consider the connection between the shielding problem and the augmentation problem. If the objective of shielding is to increase the effective min-cut from $k - 1$ to $k$, shielding a link can be viewed as augmenting one parallel link, which suffices to carry one more unit of flow. Therefore, the problem of increasing the effective min-cut by one (from $k - 1$ to $k$) is
Figure 3-5: Optimal shielding to eliminate cuts of size \(|C| \leq 3\) between an SD pair in the XO network.

equivalent to the augmentation problem that guarantees a \(k\) connected graph, which has been proved to be NP-hard [22].

To increase the effective min-cut and eliminate small cuts of a network, considering the SD pairs separately may not lead to the optimal solution because of the coupling between the SD pairs. Therefore, the algorithm that eliminates small cuts of a single SD pair is not easily extended to eliminate small cuts of the network. In this section we develop algorithms to eliminate small cuts of the network.

3.3.1 Eliminating min cuts of a network

First consider a special case where only one SD pair is the bottleneck for the network. The Gomory-Hu algorithm calculates network min-cut by solving \(|V| - 1\) min-cut problems for different SD pairs [23]. The result is represented by a Gomory-Hu tree where the link between two nodes have a weight that is equal to the min-cut between
these two nodes. If the weight between an SD pair is smaller than all the others, eliminating the min cut of this SD pair also eliminates the min cut of the network. However, it is possible that more than one SD pair has the minimum weight and eliminating the min cut separately for each SD pair may not be the optimal solution for the network.

Next we develop an algorithm that provides sufficient shielding to eliminate all the min cuts of the network. Any cut that separates the network has to contain at least one link in a spanning tree. Otherwise, all the nodes are connected by the spanning tree and the removed links do not form a cut. It is natural to expect that shielding the links belonging to the min cuts in a spanning tree eliminates all the min cuts of the network. Next we formally prove the theorem.

**Theorem 4.** Given any spanning tree, shielding all the links in that spanning tree that belong to min cuts is sufficient to eliminate all the min cuts of the network.
Proof. The proof is similar to the sufficiency proof in Theorem 1. Let $m$ be the min-cut of the network. Eliminating all the min cuts is equivalent to guaranteeing that the network is connected after $m$ unshielded links' removals. Let $C$ denote the set of links belonging to min cuts. There does not exist a set of $m$ link removals that disconnects the network and contains any link not in $C$. Shielding the links in $C$ in any spanning tree guarantees a spanning tree in the network after $m$ link removals. In other words, it is sufficient to guarantee that the network is connected after $m$ link removals and thus eliminates all the min cuts of the network. □

However, shielding all the links in a spanning tree that belong to min cuts is not necessary in order to eliminate all the min cuts. Consider the clique of four nodes as in Fig. 3-7. The min-cut is three in this clique and all the links belong to min cuts. Instead of shielding a spanning tree, only two diagonal links need to be shielded in order to eliminate all the min cuts and increase the effective min-cut by one.

![D4H03C0W96.png](image)

Figure 3-7: Shielding the two diagonal links increases the network effective min-cut by one.

3.3.2 Eliminating small cuts of a network

We extend MILP (3.6) to formulate the shielding problem to eliminate all the cuts with size smaller than $F$ that disconnect the network. The only difference compared with MILP (3.6) is that the max-flow between every SD pair should be at least $F$, guaranteed by constraints (3.11). Note that the number of constraints cannot be further reduced as in MILP (3.9), because flows between different SD pairs may travel in different directions of a link and $h_{ij}h_{ji}$ may not be always 0 by dropping
3.4 Numerical results

We first solve MILP (3.13) to obtain the optimal shielding to increase the effective min-cut of the XO network. Table 3.1 shows that the running time increases significantly as the effective min-cut increases. This is consistent with our analysis that the formulation is stronger for smaller values of effective min-cut. The optimal shielding that increases the effective min-cut to 3 is depicted in Fig. 3-8. From the figure we observe that many links need to be shielded if the min-cuts between many adjacent SD pairs are smaller than the required effective min-cut.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effective min-cut</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>4.92037</td>
<td>134.076</td>
<td>147.741</td>
<td>163.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (s)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>70.08</td>
<td>1143.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Increasing the effective min-cut of the XO network.

Table 3.2 compares the running times of solving the MILP in a 150 node network to satisfy different effective min-cuts. The network is a connected Erdos-Renyi random graph with average degree 7. It can be observed that the running time also increases significantly as the effective min-cut increases.
Figure 3-8: Optimal shielding to increase the effective min-cut to 3 in the XO network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effective min-cut</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (s)</td>
<td>2.85618</td>
<td>4.54428</td>
<td>9.6766</td>
<td>15.0489</td>
<td>166.282</td>
<td>972.221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Running time comparisons for guaranteeing different effective min-cuts in a 150 node random graph.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we developed algorithms to increase the effective min-cut by shielding, which is key in designing robust networks that can tolerate random failures. We developed an efficient algorithm to optimally eliminate the min cuts and increase the effective min-cut by one for a single SD pair. To increase the effective min-cut by an arbitrary value, we developed a MILP to obtain the optimal solutions, and reduced the number of constraints by exploiting problem properties to solve realistic size problems. To eliminate the min cuts and increase the effective min-cut by one for the entire network, we developed an algorithm to provide sufficient shielding and obtained an upper bound on the optimal shielding cost. Finally we extended the
MILP to obtain the optimal shielding to increase the effective min-cut of the entire network by an arbitrary value.
Chapter 4

Shielding critical nodes in random graphs

In Chapter 2 we developed optimal shielding algorithms to guarantee network connectivity after any failure. While the algorithms can be used to shield backbones, the Internet is far more than backbones, with over two billion Internet users around the world. The entire network is too large to be considered globally for shielding optimization. Moreover, it is unnecessary to guarantee the connectivity of the entire network at expensive cost, since many users have flexible quality of service requirements and can tolerate temporary Internet malfunction. An Internet service provider may instead consider guaranteeing a large fraction of users to be able to use Internet service in case of failures, and then recover service for the affected users by restoration. To consider which parts of the network need to be shielded in advance to ensure that a large fraction of users are connected, a good starting point is to study random graphs, which possess nice analytical properties.

There is rich literature that discusses the resilience of the random graphs to random failures and intentional attacks under various network configurations [26, 3, 24]. These works study the effect of node and link removals on cluster size, average path length, and other measures of robustness. For intentional removals, nodes are removed in descending order of centrality measures such as degree or betweenness [11, 24]. These removal strategies are considered as heuristics without rigorous theoretical jus-
tifications, except the work in [7] that analytically studies the effect of removing early stage nodes in preferential attachment model.

Few papers consider the effects of shielding in random graphs, except the works [49, 28]. Power law network's robustness can be significantly improved by even imperfect protection of high degree nodes [49]. However, it is unclear whether the high degree nodes are indeed the most important nodes to be shielded.

We aim to determine which nodes are important to shield in configuration model, where analytical tools are available in calculating the size of the giant component [13, 37]. We analytically justify the importance of shielding the high degree nodes on graph connectivity. In power law networks \((p_k = ck^{-\alpha}, k = m, \ldots, K)\) where the exponent \(\alpha < 3\), shielding a small fraction of nodes suffices to guarantee the existence of a giant component in the asymptotic case \((K \to \infty)\) even if all the unshielded nodes are removed.

### 4.1 Configuration model and transformation method

Due to analytical tractability, configuration model is often used to generate random graphs with given node degree distribution [38]. Given a set of nodes and their degrees, each node is attached by several stubs, whose number equals to the node degree. Links are generated by a random matching of stubs. Note that it is possible to have multi-edges and self loops. However, if the number of nodes is very large, the fraction of multi-edges and self loops is negligible.

To study random graphs constructed under the configuration model, transformation method is widely used [37, 18, 17]. Since each link randomly matches two stubs, the number of nodes that can eventually be reached by following the end of each link is statistically identical. This is the key condition that the transformation method relies on, which facilitates the calculation of probability generating functions for cluster sizes. To follow the convention, we use the term generating functions to refer to probability generating functions. In the remaining of this section, we summarize the methods in [37] of calculating the size and existence condition of the giant component.
using the transformation method.

Given node degree distribution \( \{p_k\} \), its generating function is:

\[
G_0(x) = \sum_k p_k x^k. 
\]  

(4.1)

Following a randomly chosen link, the probability that a degree \( k \) node is reached is \( kp_k / \sum_k kp_k \). The generating function for the degree of a node reached by a randomly chosen link is:

\[
\frac{\sum_k kp_k x^k}{\sum_k kp_k} = x \frac{G'_0(x)}{G'_0(1)}. 
\]  

(4.2)

Let \( r_i \) be the probability that the node reached by a randomly chosen link has \( i \) additional links (the node has degree \( i + 1 \)), i.e., \( r_i = (i + 1)p_{i+1} / \sum_k kp_k \). To characterize the distribution of the number of additional links incident to the node reached by a randomly chosen link, the following generating function is used:

\[
G_1(x) = \frac{\sum_k kp_k x^{k-1}}{\sum_k kp_k} = \frac{G'_0(x)}{G'_0(1)} = \frac{1}{x} G'_0(x). 
\]  

(4.3)

Let \( H_1(x) \) be the generating function for the total number of nodes that can eventually be reached by a randomly chosen link. With probability \( r_i \), a randomly chosen link reaches a node that has \( i \) additional links, in which case the generating function for the total number of nodes reached by the link is \( xH_1(x) \) (the additional \( x \) accounts for the node which is attached to the link). The generating function \( H_1(x) \) can be obtained by solving the following equation.

\[
H_1(x) = x r_0 + x r_1 H_1(x) + x r_2 [H_1(x)]^2 + \ldots = xG_1(H_1(x)).
\]  

(4.4)

Finally consider the cluster size distribution. Given a randomly chosen node, the generating function for its degree (i.e., the number of incident links) is \( G_0(x) \). For each link, \( H_1(x) \) is the generating function for the number of nodes that can eventually be reached. Therefore, the generating function for the size of the cluster that contains a
randomly chosen node is:

\[ H_0(x) = xG_0(H_1(x)). \]  

(4.5)

In the asymptotic case where the number of nodes approaches infinity, the probability that a randomly chosen node is in any finite size component is \( H_0(1) \). The size of the giant component is approximated by \( 1 - H_0(1) \). If \( H_0(1) < 1 \), there exists a giant component, which corresponds to the well-known condition \([37, 18, 17]\)

\[ \sum_k k(k - 2)p_k > 0. \]

Next we summarize the results in [37] that use the transformation method to study the effect of removing nodes (and all the links incident to the removed nodes) on random graphs constructed under the configuration model. Suppose that the probability that a degree \( k \) node is occupied (i.e., not removed) is \( q_k \). Thus, the fraction of occupied nodes with degree \( k \) is \( p_kq_k \). The generating function for the node degree, in analogy of \( G_0(x) \), is:

\[ F_0(x) = \sum_k p_kq_kx^k. \]

The generating function for the number of extra links of an occupied node reached by a randomly chosen link, in analogy of \( G_1(x) \), is:

\[ F_1(x) = \sum_k kp_kq_kx^{k-1} \sum_k kp_k. \]

The generating function for the number of nodes eventually reached by a randomly chosen link is \( H_1(x) \), calculated by the following equation. If the node reached by the link is unoccupied (with probability \( 1 - F_1(1) \)), the total number of nodes eventually reached is 0 and contributes the term \((1 - F_1(1))x^0 = 1 - F_1(1)\).

\[ H_1(x) = 1 - F_1(1) + xF_1(H_1(x)). \]  

(4.6)

Finally, the generating function for the size of the component containing a ran-
domly chosen node is as follows. The probability that a randomly chosen node is unoccupied is \(1 - F_0(1)\), contributing to the first term of the right hand side of the equation.

\[
H_0(x) = 1 - F_0(1) + xF_0(H_1(x)).
\]

In the asymptotic case where the number of nodes approached infinity, the fraction of nodes in the giant component is approximated by

\[
S = 1 - H_0(1) = F_0(1) - F_0(H_1(1)),
\]

where \(H_1(1)\) is given by Eq. (4.6).

### 4.2 Importance of high degree nodes on connectivity

Based on the transformation method, the authors calculated the giant component size after node removals and observed that power law networks are robust to random failures but vulnerable to intentional attacks [18, 17]. We first analytically demonstrate that the high degree nodes are more important than low degree nodes for connectivity in random graphs constructed under the configuration model.

To obtain the size of the giant component using Eq. (4.7), \(H_1(x)\) needs to be first calculated using Eq. (4.6). Let \(u = H_1(1)\), Eq. (4.6) can be written as

\[
u = 1 - F_1(1) + F_1(u).
\]

Equivalently,

\[
1 - u = \frac{\sum k p_k q_k (1 - u^{k-1})}{\sum k p_k}.
\]  

(4.8)

After obtaining \(u\) from Eq. (4.8), the size of the giant component is given by:

\[
S = \sum k p_k q_k - \sum k p_k q_k u^k.
\]  

(4.9)

Nodes are critical to graph connectivity if their removals lead to a sharp decrease
of the size of the giant component. In order to determine the critical nodes, we solve the following optimization problem with decision variables $q_k$ and $u$, which minimizes the size of the giant component by removing $\delta$ fraction of nodes. Constraint (4.10) is equivalent to Eq. (4.8), and constraint (4.11) guarantees that $\epsilon$ fraction of nodes are removed.

$$\min \quad f = \sum_k p_k q_k - \sum_k p_k q_k u^k$$

s.t. $\sum_{k \geq 2} k p_k q_k (1 + u + u^2 + \cdots + u^{k-2}) = \sum_k k p_k$ (4.10)

$\sum_k p_k (1 - q_k) = \delta$ (4.11)

$0 \leq q_k \leq 1 \quad \forall k$

$0 \leq u \leq 1$

In the following we provide a solution to the optimization problem. The key is to show

$$f(q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_k, \ldots, q_{\mu - 1}, q_{\mu}) < f(q'_1, q'_2, \ldots, q'_k, \ldots, q'_{\mu - 1}, q'_{\mu}), \quad (4.12)$$

in condition that

$q_i > q'_i, \quad q_j < q'_j, \quad p_i q_i + p_j q_j = p'_i q'_i + p'_j q'_j, \quad i < j$

$$q_k = q'_k \quad \forall k \neq i, j.$$

Constraint (4.10) determines the value of $u$. Since $i p_i (q_i - q'_i) < j p_j (q'_j - q_j)$, it is easy to see that $\sum_{k \geq 2} k p_k q_k < \sum_{k \geq 2} k p_k q'_k$, and therefore $u > u'$ in order to satisfy constraint (4.10). We are concerned with the case where there is a giant component where $u < 1$. Even for fixed $u$, $\sum_k p_k q_k u^k > \sum_k p_k q'_k u^k$, since $u^i > u^j$ and $p_i q_i - q'_i = p_j (q'_j - q_j) > 0$ for $i < j$. Given that $u > u'$, $\sum_k p_k q_k u^k > \sum_k p_k q'_k u^k$, and the inequality (4.12) holds. In other words, the occupancy of high degree nodes results in a larger giant component compared with the occupancy of the same number.
of low degree nodes. The optimal solution to minimize the size of the giant component is to set \( q_k \) as small as possible for large \( k \) while satisfying constraint (4.11).

Using the same argument, it is clear that shielding the highest degree nodes maximizes the size of the giant component, since it avoids the highest degree nodes being removed.

Next we consider the phase transition of the giant component. Similar to (4.1), the critical condition for the existence of the giant component is \( \sum_k k p_k < \sum_{k \geq 2} k p_k q_k (k-1) \) [13]. For power law random graphs \( (p_k = c k^{-\alpha}, \ k = m, \ldots, K) \), shielding a small fraction of highest degree nodes guarantees a giant component if \( \alpha < 3 \) in the asymptotic case where \( K \to \infty \). To prove the result, we use continuous approximation as in [17]. Suppose that all the nodes with degree \( K_s \) or above are shielded, accounting for \( \epsilon \) fraction of total nodes \( (\int_{K_s}^K p_k dk = \epsilon) \), while the nodes with degree \( K_0 \) or above (except the shielded nodes) are removed \( (\int_{K_0}^K p_k dk = \delta) \). We next prove that the relation

\[
\int_m^K k c k^{-\alpha} dk \leq \int_m^{K_0} k (k-1) c k^{-\alpha} dk + \int_{K_s}^K k (k-1) c k^{-\alpha} dk
\]

holds for \( m < K_0 < K_s < K \), in condition that \( \alpha < 3 \). Note that even a small value of \( \epsilon \) may guarantee that \( K_s < K \), since \( K \to \infty \) and the number of very high degree nodes is small.

**Proof.** After integration, the inequality that we aim to prove becomes:

\[
\frac{1}{2-\alpha} (K^{2-\alpha} - m^{2-\alpha}) \leq \frac{1}{3-\alpha} (K^{3-\alpha} - K_s^{3-\alpha} + K_0^{3-\alpha} - m^{3-\alpha})
\]

\[
- \frac{1}{2-\alpha} (K^{2-\alpha} - K_s^{2-\alpha} + K_0^{2-\alpha} - m^{2-\alpha}).
\]  

(4.13)

We prove (4.13) in the following two ranges of \( \alpha \).

1. \( \alpha < 2 \)

Given \( 3 - \alpha > 2 - \alpha > 0 \), \( i^\beta < j^\beta \) for \( i < j, \beta > 0 \), it suffices to show that

\[
\frac{K^{3-\alpha} - K_s^{3-\alpha} + K_0^{3-\alpha} - m^{3-\alpha}}{K^{2-\alpha} - m^{2-\alpha} + K^2 - K_s^{2-\alpha} + K_0^{2-\alpha} - m^{2-\alpha}} \geq \frac{3 - \alpha}{2 - \alpha}.
\]
Consider the asymptotic case where \( K \to \infty\).

\[
\lim_{K \to \infty} \frac{K^{3-\alpha} - K_s^{3-\alpha} + K_0^{3-\alpha} - m^{3-\alpha}}{K^{2-\alpha} - m^{2-\alpha} + K_s^{2-\alpha} - K_0^{2-\alpha} - m^{2-\alpha}} = K > \frac{3 - \alpha}{2 - \alpha}.
\]

### 2. \( 2 < \alpha < 3 \)

Since \( 2 - \alpha < 0 \), the following inequalities hold: \( 0 < m^{2-\alpha} - K_s^{2-\alpha} < m^{2-\alpha} \), \( 0 < m^{2-\alpha} - K_0^{2-\alpha} < m^{2-\alpha} \), and \( 0 < K_s^{3-\alpha} - K_s^{2-\alpha} < K_0^{2-\alpha} \).

\[
\lim_{K \to \infty} - \frac{K^{3-\alpha} - K_s^{3-\alpha} + K_0^{3-\alpha} - m^{3-\alpha}}{K^{2-\alpha} - m^{2-\alpha} + K_s^{2-\alpha} - K_0^{2-\alpha} - m^{2-\alpha}} \geq \frac{K^{3-\alpha} - K_0^{3-\alpha}}{3m^{2-\alpha}} \geq \frac{3 - \alpha}{\alpha - 2}.
\]

We briefly discuss the region \( \alpha > 3 \). This region corresponds to the case where there are many nodes with small degrees and the graph is loosely connected.

Note that \( i^\beta > j^\beta \) for \( i < j \) and \( \beta < 0 \).

\[
\lim_{K \to \infty} \frac{m^{3-\alpha} - K_0^{3-\alpha} + K_s^{3-\alpha} - K_0^{3-\alpha}}{2m^{2-\alpha} - 2K^{2-\alpha} - K_0^{2-\alpha} + K_s^{2-\alpha}} \geq \frac{m^{3-\alpha} - K_0^{3-\alpha}}{2m^{2-\alpha}}.
\]

It is reasonable to assume that \( m = 1 \) since there exist degree 1 nodes in power law random graphs. If there is no node removals, \( K_0 = K \) and the condition for the existence of the giant component is \( \alpha < 4 \), by solving the equation \( \frac{m^{3-\alpha}}{2m^{2-\alpha}} > \frac{\alpha - 3}{\alpha - 2} \)\(^1\). If a large number of nodes are removed, \( K_0 \) is close to \( m \) and there may not exist a giant component.

### 4.3 Numerical results

We provide numerical results to show the importance of high degree nodes in random graphs with node degrees following the power law distribution \( p_k = ck^{-\alpha} \) (\( k = 1, \ldots, 100 \)). By removing the selected 2% nodes, the fraction of nodes in the giant component is depicted in Fig. 4-1. The 2% removed nodes are selected to be in the

\(^1\)Strictly speaking, there is no giant component if \( \alpha > 3.48 \) by exactly calculating the sum in condition (4.1)\(^2\). However, we use the continuous approximation to approximate the sum by integral, to be consistent with the analysis in this chapter and previous literature\(^{17, 18}\).
degree intervals in decreasing order, i.e., the $i$-th pair corresponds to the case where nodes are removed whose degrees are in the range $(100 - 2i)\% \sim (102 - 2i)\%$. The solid line is obtained by calculating $S$ using Eq. 4.9. The symbols are simulation results averaged over 10 instances of random graphs with $10^4$ nodes, with error bars showing the 95% confidence intervals based on Student's $t$ distribution. It can be observed that the higher degree nodes removed, the smaller the giant component size. Removing the highest 2% degree nodes is possible to break down the giant component, which is in consistent with previous result that power law network is fragile to intentional removals. We also obtained numerical results for random graphs where the node degrees follow Poisson distribution $p_k = e^{-\lambda} \lambda^k / k!$, and observed that removing higher degree nodes still results in smaller size of the giant component in Fig. 4-2. However, the differences are smaller, because the degree range for most nodes are limited in Poisson random graphs, whereas there are more nodes with large degrees in power law random graphs.

![Figure 4-1: Size of the giant component after removing the selected 2% nodes in power law random graphs.](image)

Figure 4-1: Size of the giant component after removing the selected 2% nodes in power law random graphs.

Then we consider the effect of shielding in case of intentional node removals. The fraction of nodes in the giant component is calculated after shielding 2% nodes and
removing the remaining 10% highest degree nodes. We still use the solid line to represent the analytical results, and use symbols with error bars to represent simulation results of 10 instances of random graphs. As Fig. 4-3 suggests, shielding higher degree nodes leads to a larger giant component, and shielding the highest 2% degree nodes suffices to guarantee the existence of a giant component in power law random graphs. However, in Poisson random graphs, shielding the highest degree nodes does not necessarily guarantee the existence of a giant component. For example, if $\lambda = 1.5$, there is no giant component after shielding the top 2% nodes while removing the remaining 10% highest degree nodes.

Next we consider the effect of shielding under random node removals. Although the nodes in power law random graphs have a wide range of degrees, given that power law random graphs are robust to random node removals and the decrease of the size of the giant component is small even without shielding, shielding higher degree nodes marginally increases the size of the giant component, depicted in Fig. 4-4. In Poisson random graphs, the range of degrees is limited. Shielding higher degree nodes marginally increases the size of the giant component since the top 2% highest degree
nodes have similar degrees compared with the nodes whose degrees are in the range 90% ~ 92%.

Finally we consider the transition point for the existence of the giant component after shielding the highest degree nodes. After shielding only 1% highest degree nodes, there always exists a giant component in power law random graphs if $\alpha < 3$, as depicted in Fig. 4-5. However, in Poisson random graphs, shielding 1% highest degree nodes does not guarantee the existence of a giant component as depicted in Fig. 4-6. This can be explained intuitively by the fact that in power law random graphs, links attached to even a small fraction of the highest degree nodes account for a significant portion among the entire links, and these nodes are likely to be connected with one another to form part of the giant component. However, since the degree range is limited in Poisson random graphs, the links attached to a small fraction of highest degree nodes do not account for a significant portion and therefore these nodes are not likely connected after removing the other nodes and links.
Figure 4-4: Size of the giant component after shielding the selected 2% nodes and randomly removing 30% unshielded nodes in power law random graphs.

Figure 4-5: Size of the giant component after shielding the selected 1% nodes vs. the fraction of randomly removed nodes in power law random graphs.
Figure 4-6: Size of the giant component after shielding the selected 1% nodes vs. the fraction of randomly removed nodes in Poisson random graphs.
Chapter 5

Conclusion and future work

In this thesis we considered shielding to enhance network robustness. Shielding critical parts of the network provides an alternative approach of designing robust networks, in addition to redundancy provisioning which has been widely studied in the previous literature. We developed algorithms to shield critical parts of networks under several realistic failure scenarios.

Under the geographical and general failure models, we determined the minimum cost shielding to guarantee that the network is connected after any possible failure. We used decomposition techniques to solve network problems that have realistic sizes. Besides, we observed that significantly less shielding cost is required if the connectivity requirement is slightly relaxed. Under the random failure model, we developed algorithms to increase network effective min-cut by shielding critical links, which is the key in improving network robustness especially when the failure probability is small. Finally, we considered shielding in random graphs and demonstrated that high degree nodes are important in the connectivity of random graphs constructed under the configuration model. In power law random graphs, shielding a small fraction of nodes guarantees the existence of a giant component if the power law exponent is less than three.

The algorithms in this thesis can be extended to solve several classes of network design problems related to shielding. One class of network design problem considers guaranteeing network $k$ connectivity ($k \geq 2$). Since shielded links may still fail in case
of disasters or attacks, it is reasonable to consider the optimal shielding to guarantee that the network is still connected even after one (or more) shielded link's failure. For example, under the geographical failure model, shielded links in each failure region need to form a two (or higher) connected graph, after contracting the nodes outside the failure region. To solve this problem, the MILP formulations in Chapter 2 can be extended to guarantee two or higher connectivity with significantly larger number of constraints. Future work may consider developing efficient algorithms to solve these more general connectivity problems.

Another direction of future work is to consider the effects of probabilistic survivability of shielded links. For example, the probability that each link survives a failure depends on its shielding level and cost. In this case, an important problem is to maximize network reliability (under certain failure models) given the shielding budget constraint. The difficulty of this problem is that the objective function and constraints of the optimization problem may not be convex. A promising approach is to use the augmented Lagrangian method to solve this reliability optimization problem [42, 6]. The augmented Lagrangian method convexifies the objective function along certain directions near the boundary of the feasible region by adding a quadratic penalty function, which makes it easier to find a global minimum near the boundary of the feasible region using convex optimization techniques. This is particularly helpful in the reliability optimization problem, since the optimal shielding tends to use up the available budget and the optimal solution is close to the boundary of the feasible region.

To maximize network reliability under random link failure models, in addition to increasing the effective min-cut, it is also desirable to minimizing the number of cuts in the case where the shielding budget is insufficient to eliminate all the cuts of given size. Although this can be viewed as a variation of hitting set problem where each set is a cut and each element is a link, the direct approach of solving the hitting set problem is intractable given the large number of cuts. Future work may consider developing efficient algorithms to obtain near optimal solutions based on the recent advancement of solutions to implicit hitting set problem [15].
Reliable communication becomes more important as the communication networks increasingly support people’s work and operations. In summary, the algorithms in this thesis can be used to design robust networks of realistic sizes that can survive intentional attacks or random failures, and can be extended to satisfy more stringent design and reliability requirements.
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